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The Tiny House Book Series is a Kindle format of the Tiny House Magazine a Tiny House Blog
publication . In Book 2 the articles from Issue three and four are featured.Andrew Odom writes
about “Child’s Play” where three teenagers step out of the norm and build tiny houses. Andrew
says: Tiny house builders all, these three teens are re-imagining the future and building a
sustainable existence for themselves; all before they can even vote!Logan Smith takes on into
the kitchen of Tammy Strobel and his tiny house. Logan says: Cooking in a tiny space is a big
challenge. Fire safety, ventilation for carbon monoxide and moisture build-up are the primary
concerns in small space cooking. Further, when you add the choices of fuels and appliances for
the daily task of cooking, the challenge can feel overwhelming. To help Tammy and I decide how
to cook in our tiny home we observed our cooking needs and looked for others with similar
habits for examples.Whether you’re buying a tiny house, working with a tiny house designer, or
designing your own, knowing how to draw a floor plan will help you communicate your ideas and
turn them into a real, workable design. Vincent Baudoin shares with us an article on “How to
Draw a Tiny House Floor Plan.James Cowlin, a nature and landscape photographer, and his
partner Barbara Kemp Cowlin, a painter, are partial to teardrop camping on US Route 89. The
couple run the website, U.S. Route 89.com and the U.S. Route 89 Appreciation Society and they
camp out of a custom 4x8 teardrop they've named The Pod. US Route 89 runs down the western
U.S. from Mexico to Canada: from Nogales, Ariz. in the south up to Glacier National Park in the
north, and the Cowlin's journeys have taken them to various sites in Arizona, Utah, Idaho,
Wyoming and Montana.This and much more in Tiny House Book 2. Purchase your copy today!
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2015 by Kent GriswoldAll rights reserved. This book or any portion thereof may not be
reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of the
publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.PrefaceTiny House Book Two is
a Kindle version of Issue three and Issue four of the Tiny House Magazine published in the
Apple NewsStand, Google Store, and a PDF version. This is a publication assembled and edited
by Kent Griswold of . The goal is to present the magazines content in an easy to read format for
Kindle eReaders. All commercial adds have been removed for your ease of reading.This is the
second of several "Books." Ebook Library has restricted the ability to add more magazines to
their News Stand so I have chosen to go with the book version of the magazine. The first few
books will include one or more issues because in the early stages of the magazine the content
was short and I want to give you a book of descent size without increasing the cost. Consider it a
bonus!Thank you for your purchase and please look forward to Tiny House - Book 3 in the very
near future.Kent GriswoldTiny HouseSkye Shepard HutWe had an absolutely fantastic night in
Janets shepherds hut! It's just a shame that we couldn't spend more time there.The hut itself is
great. We stayed in February, but despite the cold outside, the log burner kept us plenty toasty
enough. It is packed with everything you could need too.Location wise - the setting is stunning.
The view over the lochs and mountains in the morning was simply breathtaking.We went for the
Cooked breakfast in the morning which Janet brought to us in little bento type boxes. Never had
a breakfast quite like it in terms of presentation. Simply superb.We look forward to going back
one day, and will certainly recommend it to our friends.Martin G.Hi, this is my little shepherd hut,
Isle of Skye in Scotland. I rent it out for holidays, so it is ‘lived in’ by visitors all year round….hope
you like it!Child's PlayWritten by Andrew OdomIllustrated by Melinda GoldenTeenagers are the
most misunderstood people on earth. Treated like children but expected to act like adults. ~
UnknownLet’s face it. Teenagers get a bad wrap these days. And why shouldn’t they? As
time marches on it seems there is a moral decay in the youth of America. From the lack of
respect shown to adults to the lack of respect shown by oneself, teenagers have allowed
themselves to fall into – what seems from the outside – a general stupor in which the purveying
attitude is one of indifference.Motivation? What’s that? Ambition? Wasn’t that a Madonna
album? And what do you mean by, “What do I want out of life?”If we were all to pay attention to
MTV, seventeen magazine, and Hot Topic, we would think that the end is near and everyone
from Thomas Jefferson to Miss Manners is rolling over in their graves. But when meeting a few
teens like Sicily Kolbeck, Austin Hay, and Celina Dill, it is hard to think that complacency is any
more than just a high-point word on the Scrabble board. Tiny house builders all, these three



teens are re-imagining the future and building a sustainable existence for themselves; all before
they can even vote!
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M. LAVALEY, “Five Stars. Like”

The book by Chris Foote Wood has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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